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Introduction 

Background to the problem 

I have watched many different arts works that artist using technology in it. There are have 

freedom that artist using technology as an art object and for each and individual artist it is not 

just an art object but carrying a lot of other meaning as well. There have different materials in 

artists work according to usage technology in his work. I find a “Fluxus Movement” What is 

Fluxus art Movement? Fluxus was an international, interdisciplinary community of artist, 

composers, designers and poets during the 1960’s and 1970’s who engaged in experimental art 

performances which emphasized the artistic process over the finished product”  it’s very earliest 

Fluxus movement which is start in 1960’s after this movement technology start using in art. It is 

very inserting that how artist use a different electronic objects in his work to push their ideas. 

Artist using laser light, holography, video, computer-generation, telecommunications and 

techno-ecology. This different artist, video art, art movement and different function of 

technology were very fascinating me that I research about it.  

Problem Statement/ Purpose Statement  

The purpose of my study to show that how artist used technology in has art works. I am looking 

to artist from history and local contemporary artist. I am very interesting that how they using a 

TV’s and electronic devices or digital videos. This artist not just using electronic devices as an 

art object but it is carrying a lot other social meanings. Also interested to investigate that how 

technology takes place in art. I am looking for history and this era. Want to make main similarity 

and differences between earliest technology in art and in this era.     

Theoretical Framework  
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The theoretical framework of my research work is to explore that how artist use technology in 

has art work. How technology comes into art in history in 1960’s and in this era. I am also 

interested that how artist use technology with a creative mind to explore different concepts.  

Significance of the study 

According to my own artist practices the whole my research is very relevant to it at some point. 

The more important part of my investigation that artist use the technology and from that 

technology he expressing their idea and concept. My research can helpful for other artist as well 

because it this era more the world is digital and new technology is developing day by day so 

artist can relate there work to history as well.  It is very interesting that how artist use a different 

electronic objects in his work to push their ideas. Artist using laser light, holography, video, 

computer-generation, telecommunications and techno-ecology, TV’s etc. All mediums change 

my mind that there also have more possibilities to create art by usage of technology in it.    
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

“After all the articles which I done it is relevant literature to my topic that present the current 

state of the question. In the first article Researcher investigate there research about Personal 

Selection Nam June Paik, his earliest life and his technology. Research said after a Fluxus 

Movement. Fluxus is an art movement in 1960’s. Where art and living exchangeable with each 

other other-side Paik not just using television for a sound or images but he is also use a right 

make-up parts. In The Technology nonoperational Korean circuit-breakers and chief church 

pointed structure are mix with laser-disc images that make statements, directions to subjects from 

around the earth. While Technology represents in some ways the representative. The work of 

Paik’s like a quality of group and things, it is a part of many other pieces it is mostly side-

specific land with buildings and a make-up of part. Paik says I do not have knowledge of the 

range of machine but whenever I make come into existence something I discover some new mix 

of man and machine. This is not just for a machine made to act like man but Paik’s way in to all 

his works. In 1960s Paik’s makes first anthropomorphic 1 machine made to act like man called 

K-456, Paik’s has account through his new things and divination a strange feeling that in the 

future the technology become more with power of invention. The technology presented an earth 

in it-self, Paik also become a part of chief church number, order, group, line of thirteen works. 

Each thirteen pieces let see the current-day society in high stage of development. Joining 

technology, art, general condition and transport and so on. All is it gives all attention on positive 

and not development living in 20th hundred years. In 1994 Paik also putting one's hands on the 

television image process and then knowledge processing machine is now able to take in for a 

being in existence at the time earth. “Since I have a very clumsy hand and a very anti-machine 
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mentality, I struggle to create something that is related to the machine. I end up creating 

something unforeseen." -Nam June Paik”. (D. Serwer 1994).  

I find how Nam June Paik use there different materials in his work according to usage 

technology in his work as well There are different Nam June Paik art works in this article TVBra 

for Living Sculpture and K-456. I can search more about it. I can see how artist looking to his 

work according to usage of technology. 

“In the second article the author talk about artist and how they are used a technology in his art 

works. In this article author talk about different artist art work  Dani karavan, Dieter Jung,  

Katsuhiro Yamaguch,  Herve Huitric, Fred Fores, Piero Gilardi and Yaacov Agam. (Popper 

1995).  He holds that their use helps both the making stronger of their full of ideas powers and 

their grouping joined as complete unit. The author more talked-about, however, that among 

artists using increased technology, a good number use it in a rough or strange, uncommon person 

way. In these examples, the use of technology is put forward to be an opposite in sense, harsh 

criticism of scientific thought, and sometimes it is even an attempt to get clear about 

metaphysical Designs. The author said that why I selected these artist work to discuss because 

my earliest work is more link to it” (Popper 1995). I need to high-light more directly the aspects 

of a deep change in structure of society in high stage of development that seem connected to the 

advent of advanced technologies in all material and spiritual spheres of our lives and that, 

without doubt, affect artistic creation. Each of the artists working with different advanced 

technology e.g laser, holography, video, computer-generation, telecommunications and techno-

ecology. Dani Karavan is used a Laser art in his work. in 1998 in work (E:wironmentfor Peace: 

A Tribute to Galileo, Florence)  the laser became an official part of his work. In his work Laser 

is the main electronic part as an art tool or medium. Second artist is Dieter Jung; Jung’s is one of 
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the pioneers of holographic art. The plastic art is playing a very important role when he 

introduces holography. In his holographic he seeks the combination of visual knowledge and the 

exploration of   medium's aesthetic potential. Holography as an increased technology plays the 

part of sharpener and catalyst for to do with art values selections made by the artist, whose wide 

ranging having necessary qualities. According to Yamaguchi, do not yet have the technology-

based means they would like but are waiting to use them for able-at-art ends.  In the 1970s, 

Yamaguchi showed the relationships between Electronics and art and computers and video 

become traditional media. The third artist is Herve Huitric, his work is computer art,   abstract or 

semi-abstract language in his computer-generated drawings and animating the screen surface 

with a million individually controllable pixels and 16 million different colors. Yaacov Agam aslo 

one of artist in this article his work i also link to advanced technologies. Agam’s  is of special 

interest because he is one who does things first of kinetic art who has never given up testing with 

the help of different means-including those offered by all the increased technology. He concludes 

that belonging to an artistic trend linked to the ideas of the time is indispensable both for being 

recognized and for defining oneself as an artist.	(Popper 1995).  

In the third article talk about how artists work on computers and peripheral devices. How to 

categorize this art. According to historical context to describe this in different teams that is 

digital art, new media art, internet art. This is the words which describe the art creation of using 

computer. Author is saying that I am not just using the term of digital art for the output of the 

various surfaces and replicates traditional forms such as painting and graphic design. But instead 

make the argument for it as a word to make statement of the sense of words art that has to do 

with the knowledge processing machine in producing the work and that is of short existence and 

non-atom based. He make a comparison of by digital art with other common art forms on 
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tologically, and  then attempt to see what is the different by digital art from other art forms by 

using both the old and contemporary  aesthetic theories. Technology is also impact world as over 

centuries.  In the nation of the art education, the mix of printing techniques and the photography 

not only changed the opinion of art work of art, but also gave greater value to the work space of 

art. Photography got a helped art education at the turn of the 20th hundred. In the last 20th  

century the computer technology is have a big influence on every stage of education the author is 

saying that in the art schools there are specific materials to create an art work for example water 

color or oil painting . but he further said if us take  image, using a digital camera and change it 

into watercolor etc. by  using software such as Photoshop etc. so should can we called it. Author 

questing should the output art from computer is considered to be an art work or not? The 

traditional concept is the work of art is now covered into most contemporary computer 

technology. In 2002 Dietz said that many of artists have to control feedback of loops and dream 

that the interaction between human and machine, the computer is first removed the bounders 

between medium and tools. In the computer technology exchange the relationship between artist 

and viewer. (Po-Hsien Lin 2005). 

I find the information about how artist work by using computer and peripheral devices, how they 

categorize this art into different terms. The graphic designing he makes comparison between 

digital art and other form of arts to find the out difference between both of them by studying old 

and contemporary aesthetic theories technology. From the different terms and perspective the 

author describe the term of technology art. That is computer technology, media art, internet art 

and digital art. It’s a very use full word to look the topic art and technology under these words. 

Also showing the relationship between human and machine in this article. Traditional. It’s give 

important point is that the traditional concept is the work of art is now covered into most 
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contemporary computer technology. So the technology is enrolled in many of art form not just an 

object but also as a subject. Using different software such as Photoshop, premiere etc to make an 

art work. Another thing In the last 20th century the computer technology is have a big influence 

on every stage of education in art schools as well. 

In the fourth article talk between art and technology has got a high outline in the last ten years. 

From media to experimentally and video editing to network arrangement has put an important 

tool of electronic art within get stretched to of an ever growing number of artists. Last fifteen 

year ago however the computer is come to start so its take a very important role in human life not 

only in art works but also in multi areas e.g in art school, professional studios, gallery’s. 

Electronic produce provide a very strong base where it is used in exhibition to accept the new 

though and habits and the viewing to slow the change.  Taking about the hype industry that how 

would this industry push the aesthetic-artist and use new tools to approach work and to find there 

contemporary ways.  The "non- linear," the "interactive," "the virtual," and "hypermedia," which 

is correspond only the partially to the reality of electronic. How in the artistic filed become 

change according to usage of software etc. The author says I bring writer and artist together that 

how they have their current dialogue is between art and technology. The artist is also work as an 

artist in electronic and digital format. (Drucker 1997). 

In my mind change into multi direction because the technology not just used in art but it’s very 

important for our daily life things as well e.g in art colleges, art school, professional studios, and 

galleries. Mostly I am thinking at end every art work is uploaded into a digital format for views 

or audiences it also takes me into a new path to observe this. 
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In fifth article normally show the sharp differences between conceptual art and art and-

technology. There is the interrelationship of this propensity as they devolved in the 1960’s. 

Focusing on the different artist art developing and make an exhibition the title of the exhibition is 

“software” Artist is Burnham, Levine, Haacke, Kosuth. In the 1960’s in the art there is coming a 

different machine like technological movements. At the End of the machine-like existence-stage 

to included work ranging from (Leonardo da Vinci's) 16th-century line-picture of flying 

machines to being in existence at the time engineer-artist working together and they have 

selected through a competition put into order by experiments in Art and technology, Art critic 

Jack Burnham move forward to investigation the relationship between art and information 

technology to an unparalleled points. Art and technology is more focus on the materials or 

concept of technology and science which is identifying artists have historically include in their 

work.  “Systems Burn-Off can be related to Levine's interactive video installations, such as “Iris” 

(1968) and Contact: A Cybernetic Sculpture (1969)” In these very works, viewing record the 

cameras made prisoner different images of the viewer. Contact point' is the system that puts 

together man with his technology. There are many artists working at the crossing of conceptual 

art and art and-technology, the particular visual demonstration of the artwork as an object was 

the secondary to the expression of an idea that becomes reality by imitate. Also the 

interrelationship between art-and technology and conceptual art are more readily evident from 

the historical distance of three decades, detach from the Exquisite -political debates of that time. 

Advance electronic, computer and telecommunications, internet provides a medium and tools for 

artist and to question the standard materiality and semiotic Complication of art object. (A. 

Shanken 2002).  
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From this whole essay (The difference between conceptual art and art and technology, A. 

Shanken 2002).  The most interesting part is talking about the materials that in the technological 

art work the usage of materials is very important it is almost related to science objects like 

camera machines etc. in this article taking about the very wonderful exhibition which title is 

software where all different artist showcase their work which is mostly related to technological. 

In Advance electronic, computer and telecommunications, internet provide a medium and tools 

for artist to devolved there art work.    

 In the sixth article talks about history, the relationship between art and technology has taken to 

be true that many guises. With the present-day go higher of new ways things are done and 

technologies, new art forms seem which are often placed outside the old and wise circuit. The 

body and its prosthesis are high-lighted in doing plays and the seeing arts often connection up 

with to do with industry design and applications. The formerly sharp making separate line 

between self-ruled and made a request art is gradually going from view. Despite the increasing 

inuence of technology on art, one still says, talks of the self-rule of art. The relation between art 

and technology is not without not in harmony in being in existence at the time art. Artist is play a 

very important role in appropriating the new looking ways and hearing that unconventional 

technologies have provide. Technology also opens new forms and practice for artist.  in the 

middle of question in making, be moving in the relation between art and technology is that 

getting mixed in trouble the nature and range of observation of technology-based mediation, 

since this is where this relation is fleshed out. Mediation takes place as soon as a thing puts in a 

given form our of the senses relations with the earth around us. Initially, the current of the senses 

putting somewhere is pointed with off balance. When new technologies are introduced to the 

public for the first time, a stretch of time of decentering commences a stretch of time in which 
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the users do not have knowledge of what to make of the technology and the earth to which it 

gives way in, to do with industry complete change was also an able-at-art challenge. The 

Impressionists and post-impressionists already included to do with industry attempts to stop in  
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Chapter 3 Methodology (and Findings) 

Research Methods  

The methods which I am carry out for my research that is interview base which is for my primary 

resources however I conduce that through call and voice notes and I also make an image 

analyzes  and watch a you-tube interviews, videos for my secondary resource. My research work 

was to show the usage of technology in artist art work. I selected two artists one from the history 

which is Nam June Paik and second artist is Ammar Faiz’s which is contemporary artist and both 

are video artists.  First of all I selected the two art works “Electronic Super high” (Paik’s),   

which very fascinating me according to my topic and the second work is Tv installation and 

videos of artist Ammar Faiz’s . My methods are to analysis the art works of both artists. Paik’s  

from 1960’s history and second artist is from this era which is contemporary artist. Both of the 

artist work is similar it some points the repetition of the TV’s sets, display, and video play.            

Image Analyzing and Observation 

I. Artist Nam June Paik art work:  

Nam June Paik born in 1932 Seoul, Korea. Paik is an American Korean artist. He is using TV is 

an art object and he is first artist to establish video as an artistic medium in 1960’s. He is also the 

first artist who breaks the barriers between art and technology. In 1962 Paik participated in the 

Fluxus international Festival of new music in weisbaden. The Fluxus movement which was 

started in the early 1960s. Paik first exhibition expositions of music, electronic TV. Paik’s 

erasing the boundary between technology and art. Art work of the Paik’s not just physical 

materials, but the materials carrying social meanings.  
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“To have in mind that about the part of technology in Nam June Paik’s works, one thing that 

need to be make clear is the statements of the form or medium  which we may use a mass in the 

coming here after discussions but might have a feeling of noe so clear. Here by saying form or 

medium, we can make clear this word as the physical substances an artist uses to make come into 

existence a work of art part”. (Weilin Wang 2018)  

The very famous work of Paik’s is Electronic Super high way. The work is constructed by 336 

televisions 50 DVD player, 3750 feet of cable and 575 feet of multicolored neon tubing. Paik’s 

looking to this all through the lens of media technology. The very work is show the physical and 

culture outline of America. The each state is show by a video clip. That the artist experiences all 

the state by own feelings and idea.  

In his work I can see the net-work of American states by numbers, electronic monitor’s or 

televisions sets, all the televisions puts on one big frame  and all the video played at same time 

and they all are different from each other. For me I am not able to chief place on anywhere. I can 

see the over-weight of all the news given its look like a ways things are media technology. It 

shows the living of America and around the earth. And there are a mass of connections and 

geography of where we are living and all the Context has do with the states where in all the 

monitor’s presents are. They are viewing the originally were shows on laser disc, DVD and there 

are many by numbers, electronic video clips. Also there a mass of (put) thick wire cords that also 

is giving on that. There are lot cathode ray tubes monitors and these monitors started to use in 

end of 1990’s. There are one another layers’ which is neon lights. All the materials and medium 

which is much closed to technology and who it is become a part of his art work.     
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Electronic	Superhighway:	Continental	U.S.,	Alaska,	Hawaii	1995–96.	It	is	exhibited	at	the	Smithsonian	American	Art	
Museum		

	

Interview   

After my secondary investigation then I conducted a interview from a local contemporary artist 

which is a Pakistani artist Ammar Faiz’s and I ask some questions about how they looking to 

technology in his work, what is video art for him, all the interview I done through call because 

according to this situation COVID19 all the paths are closed just online connections available but 

in future I want to be investigate more to conduced proper interviews.  
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Findings      

II. Artist Ammar Faiz’s Art work 

Artist said that video is quite human beings extension. That how we observe our surrounding and seem 

from specific lens but multi demission. He said that video is a medium for me which is currently archive 

life but simultaneously its highlight the social and political issue briefly. He said its depends on viewer 

that how they look it deeply to this social and political issues. He also said that video is a subconscious 

state of mind where is a lot of details is going on and we still observing. But artist said that beings of the 

recording till up to end its important for me and after end of the recording the importance is increases. He 

said that when I watch my own video again and again I come up with new questions and mind he said it’s 

also very revealing medium for me and my work is very documentary base.  

Artist said without idea and concept we cannot see anything that idea and concept evolve with time to 

time simultaneously technology as well.  

Artist said that the TV’s sets are a human beings and figure for me and arrangement is planned. He said I 

choice a “Bandar killa” game and I attach a each camera on each of the character or player. All along 

playing with the idea of reversing the role of the author and subject. All the characters are move 

according to player movement the camera is moving. Artist said I called TV’s as an human figure because 

from my childhood I am very attached to old TV as well as it’s a part of my family. He also said that 

technology is a more a part of our life and the TV’s sets is a human figure foe me.    
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Ammar Faiz’s Art work, video still, 2018  

 

Comparatives Analysis 

The idea and concept of both artists are different from each other. There are having similarities 

and differences between both art works. Paik’s use TV’s as an art object and not just a physical 

materials but he used this materials which carrying a social meanings as well other hand Faiz’s 

looking to his work TV’s sets is a human figure both the artist using video art as well. Paiks’s 

using a video of different American states and Faiz’s using a video of “Bandar killa” game. 

Paik’s erasing the between technology and art his works present scientific and engineering 

elements and he is inspired by new technology and Faiz’s Artist said without idea and concept 
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we cannot see anything that idea and concept evolve with time to time simultaneously 

technology as well. We can see the most	similarities things which is video part and TV’s sets 

how both the artist install and design it consciously.   

Conclusion 

After all of my research I find that very interesting ways that how artist use a technology in has 

art work. Artist using laser light, holography, video, computer-generation, telecommunications 

and techno-ecology, TV’s etc all this is different materials and medium to express their idea and 

concept through using of technological things. I want to investigate more other artist from this 

era as well and its helping me in my own artist practices as well.  There is not such limitation of 

the study because every day new technology coming in to artist life and they using it in different 

sources in has art work because it this era this is a digital earth.  
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